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Abstract. The dependences of congruent evaporation temperature Tc and the desorption activation 
energies of GaAs components on the substrate surface orientation are analyzed using Monte Carlo 
simulation. On the vicinal surfaces with the (111)A orientation at temperatures exceeding Tc, the 
metal droplets start to grow at step edges, and, with the (111)B orientation, the droplets nucleate 
randomly on the terraces. The droplet concentration on the (111)B surface is higher than that on the 
(111)A surface. The droplet-crystal interface roughness is different for (111)A and (111)B 
orientations. The Tc of (111)B surfaces is lower than that of (111)A surfaces. For both surface 
orientations, Tc decreases when the vicinal surface terrace width is shorter than the double gallium 
diffusion length. The gallium and arsenic desorption activation energies dependence on the vicinal 
surface misorientation is demonstrated. A sharp increase in the arsenic desorption rate is observed 
with an increase of the (111)A surface coating with liquid gallium. 

Introduction 
High-temperature annealing, widely used to create clean flat silicon surfaces [1], is unsuitable 

for AIIIBV semiconductors. Different volatilities of AIIIBV semiconductor components result in the 
surface roughening and metal droplets formation during high-temperature annealing in vacuum. 
Liquid metal droplets are the basis of such technologies for nanostructures growth as droplet 
epitaxy technique [2] and self-catalyzed nanowire growth [3]. The ability of liquid gallium to etch 
GaAs substrates led to the creation of drop etching technology [4]. Recently it was demonstrated 
that the Ga droplets formed during high-temperature annealing also make microscale holes on the 
GaAs(001) substrate, acting as nanodrils [5]. The renewed interest in the growth of structures on 
GaAs(111) surfaces is due to the possibility of creating new types of devices for spintronics [6] and 
entangled photons [7]. Apart from the (001) orientation, (111) is the only orientation in which 
heavy- and light-hole states do not mix with each other [8]. The AIIIBV nanowire growth, according 
to the vapor-liquid-solid mechanism, occurs on the substrates with surface orientation (111)B. The 
effect of the GaAs surface type (111)A or (111)B on surface characteristics, such as the etching rate 
[9] or adatom migration length [10], have been known for a long time. In [9] it was demonstrated 
that the GaAs(111)A facets etching rate in the special etchant is higher than that of GaAs(111)B 
facets. 

The first experiments in the high-temperature GaAs annealing were carried out on the substrates 
with the (100) surface orientation [11]. Later it was experimentally demonstrated that the congruent 
Langmuir evaporation temperature depends on the surface orientation [12, 13]. There has been no 
detailed theoretical description of this phenomenon up-to-date. The thermodynamic models [14, 15] 
have been developed since the beginning of the AIIIBV semiconductors production, and they provide 
the basis for the comprehension of the processes occurring in the material during annealing. Using 
thermodynamic steady-state calculations it was shown that, for temperatures slightly higher than the 
maximum temperature for the GaAs crystal congruent vaporization, the Ga droplet formation is the 
most stable state, compared to the formation of a liquid gallium film [16]. 
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A detailed analysis of the processes occurring during the Langmuir evaporation of the AIIIBV 
materials is possible using Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. MC simulation is the technique that 
allows analyzing surface morphological transformations at the atomic level. The examination of 
surface orientation influence on the AIIIBV substrates Langmuir evaporation main characteristics is 
fulfilled in this work by simulation. 

Monte Carlo Model and Simulation Results 
The simulation of the GaAs high-temperature annealing is carried out using the program package 

SilSim3D on the base of kinetic lattice MC model [17]. The MC model of GaAs semiconductor 
Langmuir evaporation is close to the droplet epitaxial model [18]. Its main feature is a possibility to 
imitate the liquid phase in the lattice model. The basic processes considered in the model are: 
molecular arsenic creation and dissociation; Ga, As and As2 diffusion; gallium melting; GaAs 
dissolution in liquid gallium and crystallization at a liquid-solid interface; gallium evaporation in 
the atomic form and arsenic evaporation in the molecular As2 form. The probability of each event is 
determined by its activation energy. These energies are the model input parameters. The details of 
MC model realization and the chioce of energy parameters can be found elsewhere [18–20]. 

The simulations were fulfilled on the vicinal GaAs substrates with (111)A and (111)B surface 
orientations in the temperature range of 800–1200 K. At temperatures lower than congruent 
evaporation temperature Tc, the layer-by-layer evaporation was observed at equal arsenic and 
gallium evaporation rates. Liquid gallium droplets are created on the surface at T > Tc. On the 
(111)B surface the droplets are formed chaotically over the whole substrate surface and, on (111)A, 
the drops nucleation starts near the steps (Fig. 1(a,b)). The Ga droplets concentration is appreciably 
higher on the (111)B surface than that on the (111)A surface. On the GaAs(111)B surface, the 
droplet nucleation starts on the vacancy defects formed on the terraces due to the high arsenic 
volatility. The model Tc value for the (111)A orientation is higher than that for (111)B according to 
the experimental data [12, 13]. The droplet-crystal interface roughness is different for (111)A and 
(111)B surfaces. For the GaAs(111)B orientation the interface is practically flat and, for the 
GaAs(111)A, the interface roughness evolves with temperature rise. The difference in the droplet-
substrate interfaces on the (111)A and (111)B surfaces is preserved at high temperatures. The cross-
sections and a top view of the GaAs (111)A and (111)B model substrates after the annealing at T = 
1000 K and T = 1200 K are shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Cross-sections and top views of GaAs model substrates (111)A (a, c) and (111)B (b, d) after 
the annealing at Т = 1000 K (a, b) and Т = 1200 K (c, d). Liquid gallium is marked in pink, solid Ga 
– in red, As – in green. The same coloration corresponds to the figures below. 

At T = 1000 K separate Ga drops are created on both surfaces. The substrates are completely 
covered with a liquid gallium layer at T = 1200 K. A smooth droplet-substrate interface is preserved 
on the GaAs(111)B surface and, on GaAs(111)A, the interface roughness is developing. This is due 
to the GaAs etching rate dependence on the surface orientation: the (111)A surfaces are etched with 
liquid gallium more actively than (111)B. The simulation revealed that congruent evaporation 
temperature Tc, Ga and As2 desorption activation energies Edes depend on the vicinal surface 
misorientation that is on terrace width L. The L decrease results in the Tc lowering and Edes increase. 
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These values cease to change when L/2 exceeds the gallium diffusion length before evaporation. A 
comparison of the model values of Tc and Edes with the experimental ones is presented in Table 1. 
The L increase from 20 nm to 360 nm leads to an equality of the gallium desorption activation 
Edes(Ga) values in the model and experiment, and approach of the model Edes(As2) values to the 
experimental ones. The L influence on the Tc value is more pronounced for the (111)A surface. It is 
worth noting that the model Tc value on the (111)A surface for L = 360 nm is higher than the 
experimental one. This discrepancy may be due to the model substrate perfection. Tc decreases 
when introducing the point defects on the (111)A surface. Tc for the (111)B surface is insensitive to 
the point defects concentration. This difference can be explained by different volatilities of gallium 
and arsenic. On the ideal (111)B surface the high point defects concentration is created 
spontaneously during the initial annealing stage, and an additional defects introduction does not 
change the characteristics of Langmuir evaporation. The difference between simulated (for L = 
360 nm) and experimental results can be explained by the lack of surface defects in the model, that 
are presented on the real surface. 

Table 1. The main GaAs Langmuir evaporation parameters 

Parameter Tc, [K] 
(111)A 

Tc, [K] 
(111)B 

Edes(Ga), [eV] 
(111)A 

Edes(Ga), [eV] 
(111)B 

Edes(As2), [eV] 
(111)A 

Edes(As2), [eV] 
(111)B 

Simulation 
(L = 20 nm) 

Simulation 
(L = 360 nm) 

930 
 

1000 

890 
 

900 

2.52 
 

2.50 

2.50 
 

2.47 

3.37 
 

3.21 

3.84 
 

3.25 

Experiment 950 [12] 
930 [13] 

900 [12] 
890 [13] 2.5 [12] 2.4 [12] 3.0 [12] 3.2 [12] 

For the GaAs(111)A surface at some definite temperatures T*, the arsenic evaporation rate 
temperature dependence demonstrates a change in the Edes. The temperature dependence of 
evaporating As to the Ga fluxes ratio is shown for two surface orientations in Fig. 2(a), and for the 
(111)A orientation and two L values in Fig. 2(b). At T > Tc this ratio > 1. For temperatures lower 
than some critical value T*, the As evaporation increases more intensively on the (111)B surface 
than that on (111)A, since the upper GaAs(111)B layer consists of arsenic atoms, and As is more 
volatile than Ga. However, with the temperature rise, the surface part covered with liquid gallium 
increases. It was demonstrated experimentally [11] that the GaAs evaporation rate increases when 
the GaAs surface is covered with liquid gallium. So, liquid gallium acts as a pump for arsenic. At 
T = T* the fluxes, evaporating from the GaAs(111)A and GaAs(111)B substrates, are equal. At T > 
T*, when an appreciable surface fraction is covered with liquid gallium, the As/Ga fluxes ratio on 
the (111)A surface exceeds this ratio on the (111)B surface. This phenomenon is due to different 
etching rates of the (111)A and (111)B surfaces. 

The surface morphology influence on the GaAs decomposition during Langmuir evaporation 
was pointed out in [21]. It was predicted that a larger local miscut gives a lower local Tc. It means 
that the Langmuir evaporation characteristics should depend on the vicinal surface terrace width. 
The gallium desorption rate dependence on the vicinal surface terrace width L for different 
temperatures is shown in Fig. 3(a) and the arsenic desorption rate dependence – in Fig. 3(b). The 
desorption rates increase with the L decrease. Since step edges are the main adatoms source for a 
following evaporation, such dependence is expected. In Fig. 3 the Vdes(L) dependence can be 
approximated by a power function of the form Vdes = V0∙L-β, with parameter β depending on the 
temperature. For T < 980 K, parameter β ~ 1, and that means that the evaporation rate is 
approximately proportional to the step density. Such dependence was predicted in [21] only for the 
As evaporation rate. At high temperatures β < 1, since Ga droplets start to play the crucial role in 
the evaporation process. It should be noted that at T > 1000 K, the Ga droplets were present on the 
surface with any deviation from a singular surface and, at T < 1000 K, only on surfaces with small L 
values (large miscut). 
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Fig. 2. The temperature dependences of the evaporated As/Ga ratio for: (а) two surface orientations 
with L = 360 nm, and (b) different terrace width L = 20 nm – 1, L = 360 nm – 2 for the (111)A 
surface; (111)A – squares, (111)B – circles. The top views of the model (111)A surface in (a) 
correspond to T < T*, T = T* and T > T*. 

At high temperature, when the entire surface is covered with liquid gallium, Ga and As 
evaporation rates are independent of L. The reason for the evaporation rate dependence deviation 
from that inversely proportional to L is similar for gallium and arsenic. When gallium droplets 
appear on the surface a droplet becomes the main source of evaporating Ga atoms. The occurrence 
of liquid gallium significantly increases the arsenic evaporation from the surface, thereby reducing 
the steps role in the arsenic evaporation process, too. 

 
Fig. 3. Gallium (a) and arsenic (b) evaporation rates from the GaAs(111)A substrate versus terrace 
width L for different temperatures: 1 – T = 920 K, 2 – T = 940 K, 3 – T = 960 K, 4 – T = 980 K, 5 – 
T = 1000 K, 6 – T = 1020 K. 

The different etching rates of GaAs (111)A and (111)B by liquid gallium affect the GaAs 
annealing kinetics. The total amount kinetic dependences of the evaporating GaAs substance at 
temperatures 1000 K and 1200 K are shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that this dependence is 
nonlinear, indicating a change in the desorption rate with time. This fact was noted in the 
experimental work on the InAs Langmuir evaporation at high temperatures [22], where the material 
evaporation rate ceased to depend on time only after the entire surface had been covered with a 
liquid metal film. At the initial annealing stage, the evaporation is not stationary. As the surface 
relief develops and the gallium droplets size increases, the evaporating fluxes from the GaAs 
substrates begin to grow linearly with time. At T = 1000 K, the GaAs evaporation from the (111)B 
surface is more intense than that from (111)A (Fig. 4a). The main source of the evaporating matter 
from GaAs(111)B, along with steps of the vicinal surface are the vacancy islands on the terraces, 
and, from GaAs(111)A, it is the gallium droplets surface. Although there are more Ga droplets on 
the (111)B surface, their influence on the As evaporation rate is less significant than that on the 
(111)A surface, since the GaAs dissolution rate in liquid gallium for the (111)B orientation is 
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lower. At T = 1000 K, the gallium drops occupy only a small substrates surface fraction. At a higher 
annealing temperature (T = 1200 K Fig. 4(b)); when both GaAs substrates are rapidly completely 
covered by liquid gallium, the flux As/Ga ratio changes (Fig. 2(a)) and a more intensive 
evaporation occurs from the GaAs(111)A surface. 

 
Fig. 4. The kinetic dependence of the vaporizing GaAs from the (111)A (1) and (111)B (2) surfaces 
under Langmuir evaporation conditions at (a) T = 1000 K and (b) T = 1200 K; dotted lines 
approximate stationary evaporation. 

Summary 
The dependence of the main GaAs Langmuir evaporation characteristics on the substrate surface 

orientation was examined by Monte Carlo simulation. The Ga droplets are easier created on the 
(111)B surface than on (111)A: the congruent evaporation temperature Tc is lower and the droplet 
concentration is higher. For the (111)A substrate orientation, the drop-crystal interface is rougher 
than that for (111)B. The congruent evaporation temperature was demonstrated to be the function of 
vicinal surface terrace width L. The change in the slope of As2 evaporation rate temperature 
dependence for the (111)A surface orientation is revealed. This slope variation takes place at 
temperatures when an appreciable part of the GaAs surface is covered with liquid gallium. Liquid 
gallium acts as a pump increasing the arsenic evaporation from the (111)A surface. The features 
associated with the surface orientation can be explained by different Ga and As2 volatilities and 
different rates of the (111)A and (111)B surface etchings by liquid gallium. 

This work was supported by RFBR (grant 18-02-00764). 
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